
AD8O88 PROCESSOR CARD

THE tOIt PROCESSOB

ALFs Processor Card doubles
your Apple's processing capability by
adding an independent second proc-
essor. The Processor Card's 8088
processor runs programs in its on-
board memory or expansion memory
at full speed while the Apple's 6502
processor simultaneously runs pro-
grams in its memory at full speed.

The modern 8088 processor
features an advanced instruction set,
several 16-bit registers, segment
registers for easy program relocation
and 1024K addressing capability,
and tull compatibility with the 8086
instruction set. The 8088 has exten-
sive arithmetic instructions for both
8-bit and 16-bit numbers, including
multiply and divide. (Plus, the op-
tional 8087 Numeric Data Processor
adds 32-bit, 64-bit, and 80-bit in-
teger and floating-point operations
directly to the instruction set.) The
8088 has numerous conditional
branch instructions, including itera-
tion branches. Its memory move and
string compare instructions handle
blocks of either bytes or words.

THREE MEMORY AREAS

The unique design of the 4D8088
allows programs to be located in any
of three memory areas: the Apple's
memory, the on-board memory, and
the optional ADf 28K memory.

The entire memory area of the Ap-
ple, including the l/O area, is
available to the 8088. The 8088 can
access data or run programs stored
in the Apple's memory, or can direct-
ly control peripherals plugged into
the expansion slots. The disadvant-
ages of using the Apple's memory
are that it is not in one continuous
block and it is not fast. The 8088
must wait until the Apple bus is
available, then access the relatively
slow memory. The Apple's processor
must wait about I pS during the
access.

The on-board 4K ROM (read-only
memory) and 2K RAM (read/write
memory) are very fast, and are ac-
cessed directly by the 8088. Pro-
grams using these memories run at a
full 5 MHz (over 127" faster than the
IBM Personal Computer). Three
sockets on the card allow 2K
memory chips to be added, expand-
ing the RAM to 4K, 6K, or 8K.

Larger programs can make use of
the optional AD128K Memory Card,
which adds 64K or 128K of fast
memory, also directly accessible by
the 8088. There is some speed loss
compared to the on-board RAM
since the large memory chips used
require occasional "refresh" cycles.
The minimum speed is 96% of full
speed (still 8% faster than the IBM
PC). Unlike standard Apple memory
expansion cards which use several
small 'bank-selected" blocks, the
memory of the AD128K card is in

one continuous 64K or 128K block.
This allows very large programs to be
run or large data areas to be ac-
cessed quickly.

SOPHISTICATED DESIGN
The AD8088 and AD128K cards

are carefully designed using modern
circuits for low power operation. The
Processor Card with full8K RAM and
the AD128K u,ith tull 128K RAM
each draw less power than Apple's
ROM card (considerably less than a
typical 8O-column card). The unique
design, separating the processor and
expansion memory on two cards,
allows a low-cost minimum system
for many applications and easy ex-
pansion for applications requiring
large memory. The AD8088's expan-
sion port connector allows for further
expansion with future products.

TRUE DTI'LTIPBOCESSING

Since the 8088 and the Apple's
6502 both run simultaneously, com-
plex problems can be split into two
algorithms and processed in parallel.
Several AD8088 cards can be used in
one Apple, all running simultaneous-
ly and passing data to each other
through the Apple's memory. Each
hocessor Card can access periph-
eral cards plugged into the Apple, or
external peripherals plugged directly
into the card's expansion port con-
nector.
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THE tOtT NT'MERIC DATA
PROCESSOR

A socket on the AD128K Memory
Card accepts the lntel 8087 NDP
chip. The 8087 features add, sub-
tract, multiply, divide, square root,
and other operations (including
transcendental functions) for IEEE
standard single and double precision
floating-point numbers. Integer
operations are also available. An
eight register stack (with 80-bit
registers) simplifies expression
evaluation.

FONMULA TBANSFEN LINK

Programs can be reuriitten to take
full advantage of the 8088's process-
ing speed, but rewriting is not always
desirable. FTL, the Formula Transfer
Link, is a simple program which
speeds up math operations in un-
modified Applesoft BASIC pro-
grams. FTL is set up simply by typing
RUN FTL. Applesoft is moved into
your Language Card (or other 16K
RAM Card) unless it is already pres-
ent, and then various math routines
are replaced by calls to 8088 math
routines. Multiply, dMde, exponen-
tiate, SQR, LOG, EXP, COS, SIN,
TAN, and ATN are then handled by
the fast 8088 routines. Applesoft pro-
grams can be run in the usual man-
ner-no modifications are needed.
FTL remains in memory until the
Language Card is erased or dese-
lected (by turning the Apple off, boot-
ing DOS 3.3, or accessing Integer
BASIC on an Apple ll-plus).

Because the changes to the Apple-
soft language are so simple, FTL is
compatible with virtually every Ap-
plesoft program-even programs
containing embedded assembly
language routines. Math operations
in programs compiled with compilers
such as TASC'U and Expediter IIt'
also run faster. The amount FTL
speeds up a program depends on the
number of times the various math
operations are executed and the par-
ticular numbers used. Since Apple-
soft and FTL use different
algorithms, their results may differ
slightly.

Program lo compule
prime numbers
lrom 2 to 1000.

10 PRINT "2 3 ";
20FORB=5T0

1OOO STEP 2

30 FORC=3TO
SOR (B) STEP 2

40 IF B/C = INT
(Bi c) THEN 70

50 NEXT

60 PRINT B;" ";
70 NEXT B

40.841.5

ator is also included which can be
read from assembly language or
BASIC programs. Other functions
include set memory and mov€
memory, and user-programmed
functions can also be added. The
memory move function can access
both Apple memory and 8088
memory, allowing 8088 programs to
be placed in Apple memory and then
moved to the on-board RAM or
AD128K RAM for faster execution.

cPlDr-t6o AND it$DOS@

The Processor Card is designed to
w W be compatible with operating sys-TAsc EXPEDITER 

" t"-. like CPIM-86 and MS-DOS.
execution time in seconds

(MS-DOS is called PC-DOS on the
ilt LTIPLE Ef,tENT TfilEn tE]M pc.) cplM-s6 inctudes an 8088

MET is a program which allows assembler' which allows you to easi'
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Apple (48K plus Language card

tions per e.,ent ranging;; #?6 ffil'rtflf'l'rfl::.1ffff'L:l *;
seconds to over I hour 49 minutes. AD128K in any nearby slot. An empty slor or
Timings are based on the 8088s cooling fan may be required if the 8087 chip is

CryStal OSCillatOr, Which haS an aC- used since it draws more power than most

curac'y of plus or minus 0.0lVo. chips'

MET can be used to time critical ORDE31NG IilFOpUATION
routines in your programs regardless 

ADEogg processor card, order number
of what language they are written in. ro-iz. s,rgsoted U.S. price: $345.00. tn-
Its smallest resolution is so precis€ cludes rhe processor card, FTL and MET pro-

even individual BASIC statements grams on disk, and owney's manual. Owne/s

can be timed tO evalUate the Oer- manual is available separately for $7, order

formance of various techniques. 
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PBOGnAilS Also order one or rwo 64K RAM Chip Sets,
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The 8088 can be used as a float- NDP Chip, order number 1-5-3 (ir95).

ing-point processor for your oum
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